
Unsurpassed automation of WFT cloud-based services for SAP Landscape

Enterprises are constantly  looking for more 
effect ive ways to manage customer 
relationships, coordinate the sales force, 
track orders,  process invoices or improve any 
other key processes enabled by SAP 
applications. 

Improvements like these translate into new 
revenue opportunities, plus they save the 
company millions in operational costs. Each 
business unit will function better from the 

new SAP processes it rapidly implements— 
over and above the savings in IT costs.

All of this  coincides with the emergence of 
cloud computing! SAP Cloud based services 
for SAP landscapes can significantly reduce 
the lengthy delay before a new SAP-related 
process can be implemented.  With help from 
WFT you can turn months into weeks or even 
just days when it comes to meeting  your 
company’s changing needs for SAP systems 
support.

Run SAP Landscape on Virtual Private Cloud
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WFT CLOUD FOR SAP LANDSCAPE
SOLUTIONS THAT MEET YOUR NEEDS

Enterprises depend on SAP®  applications to support their mission-critical 
business processes today more than ever before. The IT landscape typically 
used by enterprises to run SAP involves dedicated hardware for each 
process supported. This causes “islands of technology” to sprawl across 
the data center which are neither flexible to change, nor cost-effective to 
maintain. 

More importantly, when the enterprise needs to implement a new business 
process the delay in bringing new SAP systems online becomes an 
obstacle to business innovation. The IT organization is often seen as a 
bottleneck to progress rather than a strategic asset to help it turn the 
company on a dime to better compete. In comparison, companies which 
use cloud computing as a fast,  flexible strategic advantage for SAP will 
rapidly move ahead, while others fall behind.

The market for SAP solutions is quickly moving towards software provided 
as a service,  and no one understands this better than WFT. We help build 
the perfect private cloud environment for SAP Production or Non-
Production Landscape’s with our Cloud Partners.  WFT solutions for SAP 
cloud technology offer the utmost support for  improved provisioning, 
automated system refreshes, usage monitoring and more.

WFTʼs  solutions for cloud 
services: 

• Provides options for building your 
own private cloud environment for 
SAP applications on Cloud 
Provider Infrastructure..

• Brings the speed, efficiency and 
automation of cloud computing to 
your SAP environment.

• Brings together a complete 
solution of hardware, software and 
services, both from WFT and our 
partners.

BENEFITS FOR YOUR COMPANY
WFT serves customers who want to reap the benefits of  cloud computing for 
their SAP environment.

• Leverage your existing investment in SAP solutions by moving towards a fast, 
flexible and more automated virtualized environment.

• Rapidly implement new business processes which depend on SAP 
applications, so that the benefits of those processes can be realized sooner.

• Decrease maintenance costs via an automated, more agile, consolidated and 
highly available SAP environment.

SOLUTIONS THAT MEET YOUR NEEDS
We have a range of solutions to help you offer SAP as a service to your users.

• For customers who wish to build a virtualized on- premise private cloud 
solution for SAP within their own next generation data center, WFT offers 
Roadmap, strategy and implementation services.

• For customers who wish to purchase Cloud SAP services, WFT offers a 
highly-reliable, competitively priced SAP on Cloud under VPC (Virtual Private 
Cloud) for additional security.  WFT will also help tailor service level 
agreements (SLAs) to meet customer needs for performance. WFT’s Cloud 
Provider SAP services help you avoid capital expenditures and provide an 
instantly scalable solution for SAP.
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